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In this paper strong consistency and uniform complete consistency of the non- 
parametric density estimator proposed by D. 0. Loftsgaarden and C. D. Quesen- 
berry [Arm. Math. Statist. 36 (196.5), 1049-1051) is proved for p-mixing and 
a-mixing processes. 0 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Loftsgaarden and Quesenberry [S] defined a very simple and useful 
nonparametric estimate of a density f(x) based on a sample X,, . . . . X, on 
RP. If k = k(n) is an integer, the nonparametric estimate f,(x) of f(x) is 
defined by dividing k(n) by n times the volume of the smallest sphere 
centered at x which contains at least k(n) of the n observations. They 
showed that in the case of independent and identically distributed 
observationsf,(x) converges toy(x) in probability, for each x at which f is 
continuous and positive, if k(n) -+ 00 and k(n)/n + 0 as n --* co. 
Wagner [ 111 proved the complete convergence of this estimate for each 
x at which f is continuous and positive if in addition k(n)/log n + co as 
n + co. Moore and Yackel [9 J established that if f is continuous at x, 
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k( n)/n -+ 0 and k( n)/log log n --f oo,fJx) converges tof(x) with probability 
one. In the univariate case, Moore and Henrichon [7] showed that 
suP{lf,(x)-f(x)l: x E R > --t 0 in probability as n + 00 if f(x) is uniformly 
continuous and positive on R and k(n)/n + 0, k(n)/log n + cc as .n + 00. 
For p >, 1, Devroye and Wagner 13) proved the uniform strong consistency 
of this estimator for f uniformly continuous if k(n)/n -+ 0 and k(n)/ 
logn-+cc as n+co. 
Moore and Yackel [8] considered a more general class of estimators 
defined by 
,fn(x)=(nH,P)-' f K{(x-Xj)lHn), (1.1) 
j=l 
where K(u) is a bounded density on RP and H, = H,(x) is the Euclidean 
distance between x and the k th nearest neighbor of x among the Xys. 
Moore and Yackel [S] showed that, in general, any consistency result 
for the kernel estimator remains correct for the nearest neighbor estimator 
having the same kernel and k(n) = ctnh,P for some c( > 0. Mack and Rosen- 
blatt [6] treated the problem of the optimum choice of k(n) for different 
criteria. 
In Theorem 2.1 we prove that a result of the same type with Wagner’s 
[l l] result still hold when the observations Xi, . . . . X, are not independent 
but they verify a q-mixing or a-mixing condition and we consider any 
norm on RP. In Theorem 2.2 we show the uniform complete convergence of 
the estimate over any compact set wherefis positive and continuous, for 
uniform strongly mixing and strongly mixing processes. In a forthcoming 
paper uniform strong rates of convergence for the general nearest neighbor 
estimates defined by (1.1) are obtained for dependent variables. 
Although the concept of a-mixing processes includes q-mixing processes 
both are considered in this paper. In the q-mixing case we obtain a better 
convergence rate on k(n) than for strong mixing processes and we do not 
require a geometric condition on the mixing coefficients. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let (X,: t 3 1 > be a strictly stationary process, X, E RP with common 
probability density f(x). Let (k,: T > 1 } be a sequence of positive integers. 
Rank the X,, t = 1, . . . . T according to increasing values of ((X, -x1(, where 
I( . I( stands for any norm on RP, and obtain a vector of indices (R, , . . . . RT) 
where X,, is the ith nearest neighbor of x for all i. Define 
HT = H&l = IIX,, - 4 with k=k7. 
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In the case of independent observations, in order to estimateJ‘(x) from a 
sample X, , . . . . X, Loftsgaarden and Quesenberry [5] and Wagner [ 111 
considered 
where R denotes the Lebesgue measure on RP and V, the closed ball of 
radius r centered at 0. They showed that &(x) converges to f(x) with 
probability one at each x at which f is continuous and positive. 
In many situations we are dealing with dependent variables, so we will 
extend this result to q-mixing (uniform strongly mixing) and a-mixing 
(strongly mixing) processes. We follow the proof given by Wagner [ 111. 
We also show the uniform complete convergence off,(x) tof(x) over any 
compact set on RP where f is continuous and positive. 
The following set of assumptions will be needed. 
Hl. (a) The process (X,: t 2 1 } is a strictly stationary p-mixing 
process, i.e. (Billingsley [ 1, p. 1661) there exists a nonincreasing sequence 
of positive numbers {q(n): HEN) with lim, p(n) = 0 such that for any 
integer n 
where ACM{, BE&?+,,, and JZ; is the o-field generated by the random 
vectors {X,: 24 < t d u}, or 
(b) The process {X,: t 2 1 } is an a-mixing process, i.e. (Rosenblatt 
[lo]) there exists a nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers 
{a(n): n E N) with lim, a(n) = 0 such that for any integer n 
lP(A n B) - P(A) P(B)1 6 a(n), 
where AEM;, BE.M,OO,,,. Also, there exist 0 < p < 1 and a > 0 such that 
a(n) 6 up”, i.e., the process is a geometric a-mixing process. 
H2. The sequence {k,: Tk 1 } verifies k,/T-+ 0 as T-r cc and 
(a) in the q-mixing case we require that the sequence {k,: T> 1 } 
verifies jointly with frp(n): HEN) that k,/(n.Iog T) -+ co as T-+ 00, where 
{nT: T> 1) is a nondecreasing sequence such that 1 ,< nT < T and 
Trp(n.)/n.,< A with A a positive constant; 
(b) for a-mixing processes we require that there exists 6 > 0 such 
that 
(k,)” + “‘“/( T8’4 log T) ---) co as T-+cQ. 
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Remark 2.1. Assumption H2(a) has been introduced by Collomb [2] 
and is fulfilled, for example, in the following three situations: 
(i) The process {X,: t > 1 > is m-dependent (q(n) = 0 for n > m). In 
this case what is required is just k ,/log T -+ 00 as T -+ co, 
(ii) {X,: t > 1 } is a geometrically q-mixing process. In this case the 
required rate is k,/(log T)’ + 00 as T + co. 
(iii) There exists w  > 1 and a > 0 such that q(n) < an-“. Here it is 
enough that k,/( Ta log T) + cc as T + co with a = l/( 1 + w). 
THEOREM 2.1. Under Hl and H2 we have that fr(x) *f(x) completely 
for almost all x as T --t 00. In particular, iff is continuous at x,f=(x) + f(x) 
completely as T -+ 00. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let Kc RP be a compact set where f is positive. Then iff 
is continuous in a neighborhood of K under Hl and H2 we have that 
sup If&)-f(x)l+O 
i E K 
completely as T --) co. 
3. PROOFS 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we will need the following two lemmas 
due to Collomb [2, Lemma 1 ] and to Doukhan, Leon, and Portal [4, 
Theorem 61, respectively. 
LEMMA 3.1 (Bernstein inequality for q-mixing processes). Let {A i} be a 
sequence of q-mixing random variables verifying E(AJ = 0, lAil Gd, 
E()Aj))<n, and E(Af)<D. Denote by Q(m)=cp(l)+ ... +q~(m) for each 
m E N. Then for each E > 0 and n E N we have 
where C, = 2 exp{3e’%cp(m)/m), Cz = 6{D +4nd@(m)} and where a and m 
are respectively a positive real number and a positive integer less than or 
equal to n verifying amd < 4. 
LEMMA 3.2 (Bernstein inequality for a-mixing processes). Let (Ai) be a 
sequence of geometrically a-mixing random variables verifying E( A i) = 0, 
lAJ<l. Denote by y=2/(1-6) and by o=~up{E((A~)~)“~: iEN}. Then, 
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there exists constants C, and Cz which depend only on the mixing coef- 
ficients, such that for 0 < 0 < 1 
where CZ,n = C, ifn’12~ d 1 and C,,, = Czn’i4ts1/2 ifn’12a > 1. 
The following result from real analysis will be needed and may be found, 
for instance, in Wheeden and Zygmund [12, p. 1001. Denote by S, the 
closed ball of radius r centered at x. 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf s (f(x)1 dx < co then 
s .,f(y) dyl4Sr) -+f(x) as r+O (3.0) 
for almost all x. 
In Wheeden and Zygmund [ 121 this result is proved for balls defined by 
the L” norm on RP. An easy modification in the proof, relating the 
corresponding maximal functions, show that the result remains valid for 
any norm in RP. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We begin by fixing x in the support of 
the probability measure ,U with density f for which (3.0) holds. For all 
E>O we have (IfT(x)-f(x)1 2c}=ATuBT, where A,= (H$!<k,/ 
CT{f(x)+&) 4vI)l) and B,= {&2kdCT{f(x)--E) J(V,)lI iff(x)>E 
and B, = 0 if f(x) < E. It will be enough to show that C P(A T) < cc and 
C P(B,) < co. We consider first the convergence of C P(B,). 
Let q=qr=P(I(X,-xllP<6T) with 6~=k,/[T{f(x)-~}A(V~)] when 
f(x) > E, then by Lemma 3.3, k,/( Tq,) + (f(x) - E)/‘(X) as T-, 00. Define 
Z,‘ID,, z=z, + ... +zT, where D,=(IJX,-x(Jp>Gr}. Then if a= 
~/(27’(x)} we have that for T> T,,, 
P(HP,a6)6P(Z>T-k,)<P 5 {Z,-E(Z,)}>Tq,a . 
t=1 1 
(a) Consider first the q-mixing case. We will apply Lemma 3.1 to 
d,=Z,-E(Z,)=q-(l-Z,). We have ld,J<l=d E(ld,l),<2q=q and 
,!?(A:) = q( 1 - q) = D. The choice made for 6 = 6, implies that 6 + 0 as 
T-P co and so we may assume 2q < 1. Then we have 
P i {Z,-Jwt)~ I 1 > Tqa <c,exp{ -aTqa(l -a-‘aC,q-‘)}, 1=1 
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where c,=2exp{3e1”T~(n)/n}, C,=6{q(l-q)+8q$(n)}, and a=(&~)-‘. 
Then a~1aC,q~1=3a-1((1-q)n~1+8~(n)/n}/4~3a~’(n~1+8~(n)/n}/4. 
We will consider separately the two possibles cases for the sequence nT. 
Suppose first that n, + cc as T -+ co and take n = nT. Then by H2(a) 
there exists a constant B> 0 such that c7< B for ail T and a-‘aC,q-’ < 4 
if Ta To. 
Therefore if b = a/16 we have 
p [I i PG-W,)~ I 1 > Tqa < B exp( -bTq/n). (3.1) I=1 
Suppose now nT= no for TB T,,. Then if n >, n, we have c,< B and 
a-‘aC,q-1 <4 for some n,>n, and (3.1) holds with n=n,. As 
k,/(Tq,) + {f(x)-&)/f(x) as T-r m, we have 
if T> To and H2(a) implies that C P(B,) < co. 
(b) Consider now the a-mixing case. We will apply Lemma 3.2 to 
A,= {Z,-WG)~/(Tq.). As MQd-+ {f(x)-~}lf(x) we have that 
Tq,+ cc and so IA,\ < 1 for T> To. Let y=2/(1-6). It is easy to verify 
that E(jd,jy)“” < 2(Tqk-“Y)-’ and T”*o < 2/(T”*q(,! +@j2) < 1 for T> To. 
Then by Lemma 3.2, 
< 8- ‘C’, exp{ - cY#~/( T1/4d12)) 
GO-‘C, exp(-C,(U/~)‘/* T-ei4k(,‘+e)/4 
x ucMw~x~- 43” +e)‘41 (3.2) 
and H2(b) implies that C P(B,) < m. 
It remains to show that C P(A.) < cc. Denote by Z* = T- Z, 
Z:= 1 -Z, and choose d=k,/[T{f(x)+&j A(V Then as (TqT)/kT+ 
f(xW(x)+ > 1 E < we have for T large enough that 
fVr)fP 
[ 
i {z:-E(Z:)}>Tq~{k~/(Tqr)-l) 
f=I 1 
i {Z:-E(Z:)}>Tq,u , 
I=1 1 
where u=E/{~~(x)) iff( x > ) 0 or u = 1 iff(x) = 0, and the proof follows as 
above. 
Finally, if x does not belong to the support of p, there exists 6, > 0 such 
683/25/l-7 
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that P( (IX, -x1( < 6,) = 0. Therefore, with probability one f,.(x) < 
kJ(T&J( V,)} which entails the desired result because k,/T-+ 0 as 
T-co. a 
hIMA 3.4. Let K be a compact set where f is positive and suppose that f 
is continuous in a neighborhood of K. Then Hl and H2 implies that 
ti) s”PxGK P()fT(x)-f(x)/ >&)QBexp(-bk,/n) for q-mixing 
processes, where B = 4 exp(3e”*A), b = &m/(64A4*), m = min( f (x): x E K}, 
A4 = max (f(x): x E K} and A is given in H2( a). 
(ii) su~.,~ K P(I fr(x) - f(x)1 3 E) ,< B exp( -bT-e’4k’,’ +0)‘4) for 
a-mixing processes, where B = 2B-‘C, , b = C,(&/4M)1/2(m/2M)(’ + e)J4 and 
C, and C, are given in Lemma 3.2. 
Proof. From the uniform continuity of f in a neighborhood of K it 
follows easily that 
“,fpx 
/I 
KY) dyl4Sr) -f(x) + 0 as r + 0. (3.3) 
.‘G 
Moreover, if 6, = 6,(x) < rT with r7. + 0 as T + 03 and rT is independent 
of x we have 
sup 
/I 
f(y) WW,,) -f(x) + 0 as T-+co. (3.4) 
rsK Shr 
As the proof follows in a similar way as in Theorem 2.1 we will just point 
the differences. 
Given O<E<m, for each fixed x in K we have {If&x)-f(x)la:}= 
A, u B,, where A, and B, are defined in the proof of Theorem 2.1. It suf- 
fices to majorize P(B,) and P(A T) by exponential bounds independent 
of x. 
Let q.=P(JIX-xlJp<8) with s=s.=k,/{T(f(x)-e)l(V1)}. Then 
(3.3) implies that 1 - k,/(Tq,) > .5/(2M) = a if T> T, and therefore by (3.1) 
as P(B,) < P[Cf=, {Z, - E(Z,)} > Tq,a] we have 
P(B,)<Bexp(-$:) 
for the q-mixing case, where b = a/16. 
In the a-mixing case we obtain 
P(B,) < F’C, exp - C2 T- e/4 ,+oI,4(3(‘+@“4 (i)“‘} k’, 
in a similar way as we have obtained (3.2). 
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It remains to majorize P(A.). As 6 < k,/(T(m + E) A( V,)} --t 0 as T -+ 00, 
(3.4) implies that for all x E K and T > T,, 
k,/(Tq.)- 1 >E/(244)=u. 
Then 
2 {Z:-E(Z:)}>Tq.a 
f=l 1 
and from (3.4) and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain the desired result. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let C,, . . . . C, be a &net of K with centers 
x,,...,x,,where6=6,~h~,rl>1,1=Z,~Lh,~pP,h~=k,/(T~(V,)),andL 
is a positive constant independent of T. 
As h,+O as T+ co given O-cc-cm there exist T,, such that for T> T,, 
Therefore, 
max SUP If(x,)-f(x)1 <s/3. 
t<j<lxsC, 
SUP IfAx)-f(x)1 G max SUP IfAX)-f7dxj)l 
IE K I<j<lroC, 
+ max IfT(xj)-f(xj)l +4 
lCj</ 
so it sufftces to show that C P(E,) < co and C P(F,) < co, where 
ET= i max If~(xj)-f(xj)l >s/3) 
1GjS.l 
and 
F,= { max sup If,(X)-fr(xj)l >s/3). 
lcjG/ XEC, 
We will first consider C P(E,). 
(a) q-mixing case. By Lemma 3.4 we have that 
fYE,)d $. P(jfr(Xj)-f(Xj}r)&/3) 
i=l 
GB(;I(V,))” L(k,/T)-v T-byr’B{l(V1))* LT”-by: 
where y T = k T/( n log T) + co as T+ co. Therefore C P(E,)< 00. 
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(b) a-mixing case. From Lemma 3.4 we get 
P( ET) d Bl, exp( - bT-‘14k’,’ + B)‘4) < BLTT- bYT, 
where now y,=k$! +e)14/(Te/4 log T) --,a~ as T+m andsoCP(E,)<c;o. 
Finally we will show that z P(F,) < co. As C P(E,) < co for all E > 0 it 
suffices to show that C P(F,n E;) < 00, where E;= RP- E,. 
For w  in E;, max jfr(xj, w) d 2M. Then 
implies 
As zp is a continuous function we reduce the problem to show that for 
all E > 0 
From H,(X) - 11~~ - XI\ < H,(Xj) d H,(X) + IlXj - XII we get 
and therefore 
Finally, by HT(x,) < 6,+ HT(x) we have 
min inf HT(X) 
1 <j&l ret, h, 
-+ h?- * B ,~j”,,{fr(X,)} -l/p> (2M)y” 
. . 
which implies that for T sufficiently large, 
which concludes the proof because h, -P 0 and q > 1. 1 
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